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MIT IEEE/ACM is MIT’s student branch of the International Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and the Association of Computing Machinery.

Our organization aims to create and support a close community between students and faculty within the EECS department.

Stay updated on all our events through this monthly newsletter!

Recent Events

First Month of School: Done.

As we dive back into the new school semester we want to wish everyone good luck for the rest of the year. MIT IEEE/ACM still has positions open for new members so apply ASAP to join an amazing community of successful students.

Intel Coffee Chat

On September 23, Intel’s corporate relations manager met with the IEEE/ACM executive body over brunch and provided valuable information for opportunities at Intel.

Verkada

On September 27, Verkada, a security company, came on campus to present the opportunities they have to our students. The food and swag was on point!

IEEE Meeting

On September 29, an IEEE representative came to our campus to talk about the tools that IEEE has to offer and how to stand out to different companies and employers.

Upcoming Events

Make sure to keep an eye out for Discover Course 6 Week, where you can learn more about all things EECS - Date to be determined.